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Mediacracy

Abstract

Media and Democracy have unleashed a demon and it’s us. Through a convergence of
the two, facilitated by the internet, our society has reached an undeniable point in which the
average American is questioning everything. The measures of our trust in government, media,
politicians and even how we feel about each other including our church have reached an
alarming low point. We have witnessed declining public trust in every aspect of life throughout
our current generation. The rules of media, communications, politics and life have passed a
tipping point. We are now witnessing the aftermath, which amounts to a virtual breakdown in
trust. This analysis takes an in-depth look at several major public opinion media studies, 40 years
of tracking polls, 2016 presidential campaign media coverage, media bias and trust, conspiracy
theories and the evolution of fake news. Although the future steps of our society will determine
much, media can take actionable steps and perhaps change the course of tomorrow.
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Introduction
The term, Media, has become a catch all-phrase simply meaning the repetition and
transference of anything heard or observed. The media or what was once referred to as the press
is the only profession protected by the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and therefore
becomes afforded great liberty in its own self-determination. The state of today’s media and our
First Amendment is in crisis. With the emergence of the digital age, media has absorbed
everything around it as if a black hole in virtual space. Those who fought to be included now
only need a lap top with IP address to become part of the foray and anyone with a phone can join
the story, add capitalism 101 and truth becomes less than a consideration. The biggest casualty of
media’s black hole is politics. Today, media and politics are effectively a blended being, an
immeasurable contortionist of ideas and principles, gray matter and half-truths. Our democracy is
now subject to its siren allure and together, media and democracy, have birthed Mediacracy, a
self-destructive symbiotic relationship. One that cannot be afforded the responsibility of truth
withstanding the subject manipulation and abdication of reality.
In the Old World of media, pre-digital society or analog world, in-depth news stories
were developed in print and were literally yesterday’s news but with today’s date on it. Time
allowed perspective and opportunity provided accuracy thus building trust. Reporting live,
breaking news, interrupted thoughts allowing for the unveiling of someone else’s life to unfold in
real time, appearing on phones with up updates by the second. This form of media fails to
achieve any degree of constructiveness. (Haagerup, U. 2015) In the process perspective is lost
and in many cases the weight of relevance forces those simply relaying the news to become part
of the news themselves. Self-interest reporting on self-interest. However, one resides in a
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vacuum and cannot coexist with any other contradictory self-interest without laying waste to all
that surrounds it in the proverbial black hole.
This analysis will begin with an in-depth look at contrasting media coverage during the
2016 presidential election, including fake news stories that filled the social media sphere prior to
and following the election. I will take a historic look at major fake news stories and their cousins
dating back 40 years exploring public opinion and common thread of perception surrounding
those stories and how it relates to today. I will redefine and identify what makes fake news and
answer the fundamental question: Does one’s political ideology skew the perception and ability
to identify truth? I will take into consideration how faith has been challenged by the trends of the
past 40 years. And lastly, this research analyses media and the perception of partisan bias and
looks at correlations between bias and trust and explores causal relationships between the two.
Literature Review
Bias and Perception of Bias
Bias goes hand in hand with credibility. Those observing the political scene speak of a
continuous decline in media credibility (Pew Research, 2011) Voices raise concern of partisan
gaps and the ever-widening differences between liberal and conservative choices and opinions.
There are few studies creating an objective measure of the slant in news and none has provided
measurements of the ideals of political partisans. (Groseclose & Milyo, 2005) According to a
2012 Pew Research study, liberals use sources they perceive as progressive and avoid
conservative sounding views while conservatives rely on those who can argue affirmatively for
the right side and both groups systematically avoid media they think supports the opposite side.
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But more importantly, the accusations of media partisan bias and ideological slant focuses at
clearly biased sources such as talk radio and opinion broadcasting. (Pew Research, 2012)
Traditional media through traditional delivery systems face serious obstacles. The largest
obstacle is easy access to digital online sources (Kaye & Johnson 2003; Mitchelstein &
Boczkowski, 2010) which juxtapose messages according to their follower’s ideology. (Stroud,
2010, 2011) Most researchers agree to 4 types of bias. 1) gatekeeper bias, when reporters and
editors allow their ideology to influence their writing; 2) coverage bias, when one side of an
issue dominates coverage to the detriment of an alternative view; 3) statement bias, presenting an
issue in a patently unfair manner; and 4) perceptual bias, when individuals perceive that media
coverage either runs against or favors their interests (Watts, Domke, Shah, & Fan, 1999).
Further, there are two sub-types of perceptual bias: The idea or belief the media as a whole, is
biased, (Arceneaux, Johnson, & Murphy, 2012; D ’Alessio, 2012) and the perception that bias is
limited to sources that do not pair with our own. The first three bias: gatekeeper bias, coverage
bias, and statement bias are media created, while the fourth type is perceptual. We will focus on
this perceptual bias as the most important form of bias. Regardless to the degree of each form of
bias, the perception of bias is the end point, reality for the observer. This perception of bias is
what this research will explore as it most closely relates to trust.
Fake News
If we accept that perception of bias is the most salient form of bias than we understand
the palatable moth to flame context of fake news. Fake news either builds on the alienation or
cynicism through the perceived realism or acts as a moderated variable. Hard news serves as the
moderator between fake news and its perceived realism. Indeed, it has been pointed out that one
type of media use can influence another, and that the interaction among various forms of media
6
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use can affect political-communication processes (e.g., Holbert, 2005b; Holbert et al., 2007;
McLeod, Nir, & Druckman, 2008; Scheufele, & Moy, 1999). For the purpose of our research we
will separate fake news as entertainment and look at only that which is designed to influence and
effect trust from a partisan viewpoint. However, it should be pointed out that several studies have
demonstrated that exposure to fake news through entertainment such as late-night talk shows
during a major election period can shape viewers perceptions of the candidates. (Moy, Xenos, &
Hess, 2006; Pfau, Cho, & Chong, 2001; Young, 2004, 2006). Other studies have found fake
news through entertainment can affects even broader constructs such as political trust
(Baumgartner & Morris, 2006; Tsfati et al., 2009). Thus, entertainment education theory applies
as a two-edged sword. The trend of fake news supports the argument that the press acts as a
check on power is significantly diminished as a direct tangible result (Kaplan, 2002). Online
news, 12/24 hour cycles created new concerns some referring to as ‘excessive diversity’ (Allcott,
2017) making it easier for like-minded to facilitate ‘echo chambers’ where participants are
protected from the challenge of different perspectives (Sunstein 2001). Facebook allows the
proliferation of fake news without any action via gatekeeper or coverage bias, fact checking and
editorial judgment (Allcott, 2017). Post 2016 election analysis has well explored the potential
effects of fake news. However, studies vary greatly and diametrically opposed conclusions exist
regarding the effects, targets and results (Silverman 2016; Parkinson 2016; Read 2016; Dewey
2016).
“Fake news may generate utility for some consumers, but it also imposes private and
social costs by making it more difficult for consumers to infer the true state of the world—for
example, by making it more difficult for voters to infer which electoral candidate they prefer”
(Allcot 2017 p212) In a future study it might be plausible question to explore if this confusion
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among voters lead to broad based subjectivity and erroneous conclusions in 2016 polling data.
Most research during the 2016 election window identified approximately 150 to 165 fake news
stories widely shared through digital social media (Buzzsumo). Most researchers settle on around
115 pro Trump stories and the remaining pro Clinton stories. We will focus on a selected portion
of these in our research. There is confusion in the researchers reports since numerous stories
appearing to be pro Trump are in reality pro Clinton. This only becomes apparent when the
authors reveal their intent following the stories viral growth (NPR, 2017).
This year Oxford Dictionary selected “Post-Truth” as it’s word of the year. The writers
define post-truth as the state of affairs when “objective facts are less influential in shaping public
opinion than appears to emotion and personal belief” (Oxford Dictionary Press Release, 2016)
One such story in our top five list had the headline “FBI agent Suspected In Hillary email Leaks
Found Dead In Apparent Murder-Suicide.” A story that was completely false yet shared on
Facebook over a half million times. NPR conducted an investigation into this story produced by
the Denver Guardian and found the website had one story published on it. However, the page
looked like a legitimate site complete with weather reports and advertising. After some first-class
sleuthing, Laura Sydell discovered the author, Jestin Coler had published many fake news sites
and with some persuasion reluctantly gave NPR an interview. “The whole idea from the start was
to build a site that could kind of infiltrate the echo chambers of the alt-right, publish blatantly or
fictional stories and then be able to publicly denounce those stories and point out the fact that
they were fiction” (Sydell, L. 2016). The intent of these stories was not what it appeared to be.
According to Coler, he wanted to embarrass those who readily shared the fake story and not
create an intentionally negative reaction to the subject of the story. In this case, it was Hillary
Clinton. The story appears to be an anti-Clinton piece but the authors intent was not to harm her
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but rather the opposition. This is an interesting dynamic to the public trust/fake news discussion.
4 of the top 5 most interacted stories on social media were produced from this same source,
ending the fed.com.

Circles of Influence
A fragmented media environment creates the need to divide the source of partisan
perception bias into two groups, ingroups and outgroups. Media should be identified as a group
member. People often think of others as members of ingroups and out groups (Tajfel & Turner, 1
979). One prominent way in which citizens organize their thoughts about media has to do with
partisanship. This is evident in terms of patterns of use—Republicans and Democrats tend to use
different media outlets (Iyengar & Hahn, 2009; Morris, 2005; Stroud, 2008). It is also illustrated
by perceptions of bias in the media, where partisans evaluate messages from CNN or Fox News
differently (Baum & Gussin, 2008; Coe etal., 2008). This is commonly referred to as “us” versus
“them” reasoning and applies to how people feel regarding their news sources such as the Wall
Street Journal or The Guardian. In our fragmented media environment, partisans evaluate media
sources in a manner similar to how they evaluate ingroup and out group members. Viewers’
political leanings influence how much variation they perceive; politically dissimilar media are
seen as having a more uniform partisan bias and politically similar media are seen as having
more diverse partisan biases.
Humans are prone to categorize others into groups and to interact on the basis of their
group memberships (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Research on group categorization may inform our
understanding of how people think about the media. Self-categorization theory proposes that,
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when group membership is salient, citizens approach others as members of ingroups and
outgroups (Turner, 1999).
Sources of Influence
Hostile media phenomenon suggests that partisans perceive that putatively neutral media
favor the opposition (Vallone etal., 1985). Additional research confirms that media favoring a
right or left perspective are seen as more neutral by those sharing the media’s perspective in
comparison to those opposed to the view (Feldman, 2011; Gunther, Christen, Liebhard, & Chia,
2001). One must recognize the probability of partisan differences in media use. Several studies
conducted during Obama’s candidacy and presidency found that conservative Republicans were
more likely to report using sources seen as conservative and sources seen as liberal than liberal
Democrats (Carnahan, Lynch, & Garrett, 2011; Knobloch-Westerwick & Kleinman, 2012;
Neumann & Kenski, 2011).
One such study held on a distinct margin during a specific time frame, conservative
sources used by conservative Republicans = 1.25 of 5, SD=.81, by liberal Democrats=.28 of 8,
SD=.55; average number of liberal sources used by liberal Democrats=2.54, SD=1.74, by
conservative Republicans=1.65, SD=1.54. Given that conservatives were likely to use media
sources with conservative and liberal reputations, dependence may be a more important indicator
of which sources they privilege and their perceptions of bias. Contrastingly, liberals were more
preferential in their use of media. Thus, for liberals, use may be sufficient to capture differences
in bias perceptions. (Mason & Nass, 2016)
Recognition of bias was more perceptible when viewed in an outgroup and more
indistinguishable when viewed in an ingroup. Meaning bias was harder to recognize when the
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bias favored one’s own political perception. Distinctly partisan media i.e., MSNBC, can heighten
political polarization by emphasizing a group mentality. (Jamieson & Cappella, 2009) No one
likes a critique. People will like more and listen to those who agree with their positive or
negative opinions of others than those who challenge any previously held opinions. Aside from
this phenomenon of disliking critics, people who say nice things are liked better than people who
say mean things, regardless of what they are saying. (Volkes & Sears, 1977)
Opinion and Influence
In an ever-changing media environment measuring trust in the press becomes a
measurement of perception. When participants in a study were asked about “the press” or “the
media” the questions generally encourage more negative assessments because negatively
valanced information is readily more available than positive information. (Taylor & Fisk, 1978;
Tourangeau, 1988, 2000) “Our capacity to live peaceably with each other depends upon our
ability to converse intelligibly and reason coherently. But this ability is weakened by the very
differences that make it necessary” (Stout, 1988).
Recent research has offered new evidence to the thesis that, despite the enormity and
relative importance in the presence of mass media, personal discussion through social media still
shapes the formation of political opinion. Scholars have recently focused their analyses on how
the social context, particularly personal networks, are translated into a source of political
influence (Huckfeldt and Sprague, 1995; Huckfeldt et al., 2004; Zuckerman, 2005). However,
one should pair the formation of political opinion carefully as people prefer to remain quiet in a
context where the majority’s views seem contrary with their own opinions. (Noelle-Neuman,
1984; McKuen, 1990). Media are portraying opinions as majority which reinforces the concept
and consequently individuals desire to remain silent.1 Another important finding of the body of
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research on interpersonal communication illustrates a correlation between media exposure and
political discussion. The more a person collects information the more they are apt to talk about
politics. (Campus et al., 2010; Kim et al., 1999).
With respect to the traditional discussion one should also consider the complexity of
today’s view because of online political discussion. As Chadwick (2006) says ‘much of what
goes on in cyberspace is talk. Hundreds of thousands of forums have sprung up, in which people
in their diverse identities can argue, compete, collaborate or simply share thoughts.’ One could
express support that new media has redirected the focus of attention on how much people depend
on others to form their own political opinions. Chadwick also suggests that discussion between
those with no distinct or meaningful ties (such as two people who share the same friend in social
media yet do not know each other) becomes an incentive rather than an obstacle to political talk.2
Any comment on the internet becomes the proverbial message in the bottle in the ocean
of global rhetoric. Consequently, the message may be perceived, read and redirected in many
imperceptible and unforeseen ways. An innocent post could become volatile. Beyond the
message in the bottle, ‘network society’ allows the existence of ‘switchers’ who control ‘the
connecting points between various strategic networks.’ For instance, Arsenault and Castells state
that power evolves out of the switcher’s ability to connect political leadership networks, media
networks, scientific and technology networks and military and security networks to achieve a
geopolitical strategy. “Switchers may also advance a religious agenda in a secular society by
solidifying relationships between religious and political networks; or they may link academic and
business networks through facilitating the exchange of knowledge and legitimation of financial
sponsorship in order to further an intellectual and/or economic agenda” (Arsenault and Castells,
2008: 490).
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The Institute of Politics, Democracy and internet published a study on ‘poli-influentials’,
people who exert their influence in politics and who are outspoken leaders in their family,
neighborhood, friends and colleagues. (Darr, 2007). In terms of political influence, the study
illustrates larger than normal changes following the advent of digital networking sites and these
sites overcame the barrier of geography helping local opinion leaders achieve a higher level of
national opinion leaders. (Rosenblatt, 2007)
Trust
Public trust in government remains near historic lows. Today only 20 percent of
Americans say they trust the government. (Pew Research, 2017) When National Election Study
first asked this question in 1958 nearly 75 percent of Americans trusted the government. The
world political climate may have greatly affected the plummet of trust and confidence during the
1960s. During the 1900s trust grew again but in close context to the growing economy. One’s
personal financial security directly correlated to how one felt about the government. Trust in
government is also higher among members of a party who control the presidency. (Pew Research
Center, 2017)
One study discussed commercialized political coverage and a key undermining factor of
political trust. Commercialization of the media was long been suspected of exerting a negative
influence on political culture. (Ariely, 2015) Media commercialization and the impact on
democracy was explored during the early days of communication research. (Lazarsfeld &
Merton, 1948/1971) Robinson coined the phrase “media malaise” while describing how exposure
to TV heightened cynical orientations toward politics during the Watergate era.
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Levels of trust are distinctly associated with whether a reader has a strong positive or
previous strong negative view of a target. If we just focus on the reader, the media source and the
target, given the negative relationship between the source and target, Heider's criterion of an
even number of negative relationships produces a balanced model for each of two possible cases.
(Heider, 1958) If the reader has positive feeling toward the target, the reader has a negative
relationship to the source. A preexisting negative feeling toward the target produces a positive
relationship with the source. (Mason & Nass, 2010)
Methodology
This research begins with previously collected data from several major sources namely
Media Cloud, Buzzsumo, Gallup, Harris, Media Tenor, American Enterprise Institute for Public
Policy Research, Statista, American Policy Institute, General Social Survey, ANES as well as
smaller independent studies and compared results. Our research considers data between 1947 and
2017. We reaffirmed reliability of data and process controls in reporting. By combining data
collected over time we present a better picture of media today is in relation to society and
government and between ourselves, trust and the formation of bias.
Analysis
To explore the effects of media over time we combine tonality research studies from
Patterson, Out of Order, 1960-1992; Center for Media & Public Affairs, 1996; Pew Research
Center, 2000-2012 and Media Tenor, 2016. The combined research provides long term view in
the tonality of media reporting. The reports contain presidential election year data only and
illustrate a virtual swing nearly 100 percent since the tonality surveys began. For every ingroup
there is an outgroup and if all things were equal, meaning the negative tone of media coverage
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were split between opposing candidates than it would reasonable to conclude that overall tonality
doesn’t matter.
Figure 1: Tone of coverage during presidential coverage 1960 -2016
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However, if we examine 2016 election in terms of tonality by candidate we discover a
vast difference between both positive and negative tonality with each candidate.
Figure 2: Tonality by week of both candidates
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The following provides a great deal of fodder for conjecture regarding the inverse
relationship between the tonality of the media before the conventions but shortly following super
Tuesday. It creates the avenue to question why did the coverage swing to an inverse relationship
and did it have anything to do with bias following the super Tuesday contest. Did the ‘joke’
storyline of a legitimate Trump candidacy became more of a reality.
Figure 3: Tonality of Coverage Trump Primary
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To leave the conversation only at overall tone would be to tell part of the story. What
helps to define the terms of the coverage further than tonality is to define the content. The overall
coverage of topics can be divided into two categories, substantive and competitive. Competitive
content is derived from what is referred to as ‘horse race’ discussion. These are news reports
focused on polls, data, daily rise or fall in numbers or otherwise who’s up or who’s down. This
offers a better understanding on potential effects of the tonality and if bias exists.
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Figure 2: Election Coverage of Topics
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For most viewers, the competitive topics are only mildly amusing and in postelection
analysis these have become highly discussed as so many polls were incorrect raising the question
that he interpretation of the data was subject potentially to bias. For the voter attempting to make
up their mind, the substantive reports are of most importance. These reports were specific
content related to positions, platforms and ideals.
Figure 3 Coverage of Substantive Coverage
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The combination of the topic trend and the percentage of coverage between candidates is
what makes this intensely critical to understanding and dissecting the truth in our election
analysis. To dissect this further we will compare the final month of the campaign season. Only
16 percent of the coverage was substantive and that was divided amoung the primary candidates
remaining in the race. Out of total news coverage in the final month of the primary season,
Trump received 6.8 percent of the substantive or content based coverage, Clinton received 5.9
percent and Sanders lagged at 3.2 percent of the substantive coverage. Actual legitimate content,
policies, position and meaningful information about the candidates only accounted for 16 percent
of the total election coverage. Following the primary, the total substantive coverage dropped
even further to 10 percent of the total coverage diminishing the value of media coverage even
greater.
This is significant because the information voters needed from the media could arguable
say was all but excluded from the total coverage. The details voters wanted, requested and used
to make critical decisions was not provided. In this window only 15 percent of the total coverage
was meaningful or substantive in nature. A future study might conclude this is a primary reason
why voters have been seeking alternative sources of information and why many could be caught
in the proverbial echo chambers of the internet and social media.
The data set from Statista during the period beginning in 2001 and continuing through
2016 illustrates a dynamic shift in trust in media. Those reporting not very much trust or none at
all in the media grew from 12 percent to 27 percent and from 37 percent to 41 percent
respectively.
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Figure 4 Trust in Media
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In the same period we observe the growing split in the trust level in the media.
Figure 5 Trust in Media
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To compare additional data set between trust in media and trust in political leaders we begin to
see a correlation between growing distrust in media and a declining trust in our political leaders.

Figure 6 Trust in Media and Political Leaders
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Figure 7 Trust in Social Media as News Source
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Blaming distrust on social media may not be completely accurate as a significant number
of Americans still hold news from social media with a certain amount of skepticism. It would be
easy to blame everything on social media but the stats don’t support that conclusion as the
margins are still very close. Among Democrats, 23 percent most or all the time trust social media
news while 17 percent of Republicans do. For those who trust social media news half the time or
rarely/never the number grows to 71 percent for Democrats and 76 percent for Republicans. It
should be noted that these numbers vary greatly depending on the survey.
If we take the number of respondents who trust social media news and overlay that with
the changes in trust in political leaders we find a correlation between the drop in percentage of
those who trust political leaders less. During the window of significant social media growth,
2004 to the present, the declining percentage of those who trust politicians drops from 63 percent
to 42 percent, roughly 21 percent decline. This decline correlates to the percentage of those who
believe social media news. This decline is virtually the same for the decline in trust in each other.
Figure 8 Trust in Leaders. Americans and use of SM
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Sources: Statista 1972, 2016; Pew 2004, 2016

The data show a 22 percent decline in the trust people have in each other. The nonpartisan
average of those believe in social media news is 21 percent, the decline in trust in Americans and
politicians is also approximately 21 percent.3
The impact of fake news and the extent to which it influences is only now being studied.
For our analysis, we identify three sources of fake news: The legitimate press, the fake web
outlets and lastly the conspiracy based fake news. During February and March 2017 our research
identified 32 independently produced fake news stories across several media outlets including
CNN, MSNBC, New York Times, Washington Post, US News, CBS and The Associated Press.
These are fake news stories from the legitimate press and cover topics ranging from the lighthearted comments about staffers bumbling in the dark trying to find a light switch in the cabinet
room to more intense claims of anti-sematic behavior.
From legitimate news sources, we identified 3 categories of fake news. 1: Reporting
based on a failure to fully research topic. 2: An intentionally misstating fact(s) that are readily
known and 3: A rush to publish. An example of reporting based on a failure to fully research the
topic would be The Washington Post story regarding Trumps speech in from the CIA memorial
wall. The article chastised Trump for the location yet if the author had researched other speeches
at that location would have found president Obama did the same thing. (Hawkins, D. 2017) An
intentionally misleading report that falls into the rush to publish category were details during an
Anti-Trump rally in London stated a crowd amassed of up to 300,000 people but following the
event a correction occurred to state there were only 7,000 protesters present. Another story that
illustrates an attempt to mislead was an AP story that stated Trump was going to use the National
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Guard to round up immigrants. (Woodruff, B. 2017) A story immediately denied by DHS
Secretary John Kelly.
Out of the 32 stories identified, 12 were coded as ‘failure to research fully’, 15 were
coded as ‘intentionally misleading’ and 5 were ‘rush to publish.’ A complete list of 32 fake news
stories and sources can be found in the appendix.
Figure 9 Fake News
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The rush to publish could be considered a side effect of commercialized media or a
simple mistake and in the age of the 24-hour news cycle we might expect this frequently. The
pressure to release stories instantly, worry about the details later becomes very clear during
serious and climactic events like a terrorist attack but the viewer understands in the heat of
reporting a developing story, many facts are fluid. However, in this case, these reports also fall
under the category of ‘not meaningful or necessary.’ In other words, they are often an excuse to
publish.
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The second source of Fake News is perhaps more problematic and that is the social media
based Fake News. This is the news that erupts overnight trending in every social media feed
causing legitimate sources to scramble and determine the authenticity of the report, the source of
the report and often the intention of the report. These style of fake news stories shouldn’t be
confused with the former list. These often have zero facts and are fully fictional creations other
than the names mentioned within them.
Figure 10 Top 5 Fake News Engagements on Face Book

The first question is simple. Do these stories have an impact in public perception? To
explore this, we analyzed data from Google regarding independent nonsocial media searches
identifying specific fake news stories. The graph below illustrates independent searches for two
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fake news stories but to balance the data, we included one real story that also was shared via
social media. The blue line are searches for the story Pope Endorses Trump, the yellow line is a
real story Why people hate Hillary and the red line represents the story Clinton sold weapons to
ISIS. The fake Trump story far outpacing searches than either other real or fake story regarding
Clinton.
Figure 11 Google Trends

Source: Google Trends, 2017

To put the real story of ‘Why people hate Hillary’ in perspective, we added the search term
‘Why people hate Trump.’ This was not a story shared via social media but since the Hillary story
generated over half a million shares and some distinct search engine traffic we would look at the
same statement regarding Trump. The impact of the statement cannot be determined from this
graph however it’s clear that the statement ‘why people hate trump’ draws significant more
attention than the actual story titled ‘Why people hate Hillary.” In the following graph, note the
green peak (Trump) above the yellow (Clinton) seems to mirror each other in timing but not extent
of overall searches.
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Figure 12 Google Trends

Source: Google Trends, 2017. The data are normalized by Google and the vertical labels do not represent
actual searches. Google prefers not to release complete data in this format.

The goal of this analysis is to provide additional perspective on the narrative shared by the
media and other online sources regarding fake news. When we correlate the searches specifically
targeting an individual news story and that with the overall reaching phrase ‘Fake News” we
discover far more interest in the overall idea of fake news than in the individual stories themselves.
While some have argued, fake news impacted public opinion, there is more evidence to show it
doesn’t have an impact than the opposite. Although the search engine data show a high level of
interest this might be predominantly due to the attention the phrase is gathering.
Figure 13 Google Trends

Note the blue peak and green peak in the first figure are the corresponding A and B peaks
in the second figure. The purple line indicates search engine activity using the term Fake News
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only. This provides a bit more perspective in terms of activity regarding the fake news stories
versus the actual term fake news.
The purple peak illustrates the highest level of engagement. The time frame is Jan. 11
news cycle. According to data collected in the Buzzsumo database, during this news cycle the
phrase ‘Trump Fake News” was shared over 1.4 million times and included in 1,140 articles. The
average share of each article was over 1,200 times. This is the day in which Trump called out
Jim Acosta of CNN as being Fake News and a back and forth shouting match ensued as Trump
tried to move onto the next question while Jim Acosta repeatedly interrupted him only to receive
the reply “You’re Fake News.” The video of the news conference was wildly shared and
throughout social media channels.
Figure 14 Buzzsumo Data

Source: Buzzzumo, 2017
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Source: Buzzsumo, 2017

Fake news has a cousin called conspiracy theory. Using polling data from the American
Enterprise Institute we look at the major theories repeatedly tested over time and explore
individual selected poll results over the past 40 years. Each theory or fake news has been
consistently polled over time since the event in question. We have selected only one poll from
each story to illustrate the continued persistence of ongoing impact in public opinion. The poll
data have been collected from Gallup, CNN, Time, Harris, Scripps Howard, USA Today and
Roper.
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Figure 15 Percentage believers of Conspiracy Theories.
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Discussion
To set the stage for a look back at the 2016 election, only one word describes the process:
Uncharted. Every self-purported rule imposed by the pundit experts toppled off the edge of the
electoral map landing squarely at the foot of “Here there be monsters” beckoning for a new rule
to justify the observed results. The professionals relied on previously held concepts for good and
sound information inherently damaging the peoples trust far more than any words spoken by a
candidate. All the while the viewer’s steadfast disapproval bludgeoned the medias frail egos
leaving deep bruises in their psyche. Although the election post-mortem is still underway,
estimates are that over $2 billion was spent on negative advertising, either from candidates,
PACS, advocacy groups or broadcast time on opinion shows. The nightly news reports became a
virtual reality show but when the viewers failed to respond in the ‘correct’ manner to the
manipulated content, the media puzzled over and debated the reasons further abandoning their
core principles diving head first into the echo chamber of patent petty petulant insults. Opinion
broadcasts achieved a new level and although a form of earned media albeit most coverage was
negative. Prior studies focusing on negative advertising failed to illustrate with any degree of
certainty, what the objective few in this past election were witnessing. The old rules were gone,
cause and effect rules had changed so dramatically that now one could phrase a new series of
questions, pose new concepts and begin to chart a new path for political campaigns of tomorrow.
Although the 2016 election achieved a near pinnacle in negativity versus positive
coverage, 2000 results achieved nearly similar results. Yet the public myth states we have never
witnessed a campaign season with coverage so negative yet only 16 years prior, the Bush v. Gore
election surpassed current trends. It’s interesting to note, the 1960 Nixon/Kennedy campaign was
a virtual opposite in terms of tonality of coverage. But in terms of negativity of coverage, we
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first explore the tonality of coverage surrounding Trump. Initially Trump received positive
coverage until the point at which his legitimacy as a candidate who could win became a reality.
At that point, the coverage virtually flipped from positive to negative in almost equal
proportions. The only legitimate rational for the inversion of coverage is bias.
Although we aren’t comparing news coverage to advertising, one could conjecture that
both might have the same results, a negative news story or a negative attack ad. Existing research
indicates that negative advertising or attack ads does little to change the viewers mind but
suggests the content may strengthen the position already held by the voter. (Chou, H.-Y., 2013)
In general terms, some studies present the thought that a viewer already inclined to dislike a
candidate reinforces their beliefs after viewing attack ads. This prior research would explain why
the negativity toward Trump resulted in the galvanization of his supporters. As the tone
increased in negativity, so did the strength of his support.
Other studies show that negative attack ads are most effective for the candidate who is
considered ‘behind’ in the polls. (Chou, H.-Y., 2013) If general media reporting is also perceived
in the same manner as an attack ad, it would support the concept that the overall negative media
coverage strengthened the position of Donald Trump and consequentially turned the tide
supporting his election bid. But our analysis must keep in mind that no candidate ever received
media coverage for saying nothing.
The next important factor in this equation is the content of the coverage. The two major
types of coverage are competitive and substantive. The competitive coverage is superficial in
nature, discussions about polls, who’s ahead, behind, slipping and who’s trending. These polls
were collected state by state, county by county and endlessly compared with different candidates
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and election cycles. This is important due to the coverage having impact or meaning in the eyes
of the electorate.
The public’s perception of the media’s coverage is unbalanced, disproportionate and
primarily negative. To claim this coverage is only bleeding lead, would be to summarily dismiss
any causality with corresponding issues. If we turn attention to the source itself, another piece of
the picture comes into view.
The main question is simple. Does the trust level from a source influence the believability
of the information or does it create questions about the legitimacy of the information? A 16-year
collection of public polls from Statista indicates the level of trust in the media to provide fair and
truthful information remains continuously at an extremely low level with 2015, 2016 recording
an all-time low level of trust at 7 percent and 8 percent respectively. If we combine the those
with a more positive outlook toward the media and those with a more negative outlook, the
picture becomes more defined. The data show a steady decline in the overall trust level that
media is essentially truthful. To compare this with trust in politicians illustrates a similar
perception of truthfulness.
The most rapid decline in trust over the prior 10 years has been since 2014. Oddly the
period of time in which the use of social media has increased the most is during this very time
period. To provide a better gauge in trust of our political leaders, we should look at our trust in
each other. Since 1972, our trust in our fellow Americans has also been slowly declining
although not has fast or as far as our trust in our political leaders. The fastest period of declining
trust in both Americans with each other AND politicians is during the period of intense growth in
social media. In 2016, almost 50 percent of Americans didn’t trust each other. The data over the
next few years should tell us a great deal. Preemptively, we can ask ourselves a few critical
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questions. An important question to ask ourselves is how our trust in Government, our trust in
each other and our trust in our information will fall before the consequences become
overwhelming?
The next step is to isolate the trust factor in social media. To accomplish this, we separate
the political affiliation of the respondents and look at the level of trust in social media as a news
source. The data show that Democrats generally have more trust in social media than either
Republicans or Independents. 23 percent of Democrats responded that most or all the time they
trust social media as a source of news while 17 percent of Republicans and 6 percent of
Independents said that most or all the time they trust social media. Independents remained the
most skeptical with 31 percent responding they never trust social media news compared to only
20 percent of Democrats responding they never trust social media.
And lastly to complete the comparison, we need to look at our faith. A confidence in
church opinion survey conducted by Gallup since 1973 illustrates that for 30 years confidence
level on dipped by 8 percentage points but in the last 16 years, confidence has plummeted by
almost 20 points. We do not wish to assume that the confidence in church is reflective of faith as
often the two are not the same. This survey looks at organized religion as opposed to elements of
faith.
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Those in positions of authority, media and politics, abuse trust and destroy fundamental
rules without regard to consequences. Those left behind develop a deep sense of injustice, adding
the feeling of being excluded and deprived of the same opportunities as others, thus increasing
the heat of mistrust to a boiling point. This trust deficit is now the result of asymmetries
surrounding us. “Mistrust is one of the underlying factors that lead us to extremism, terror and
other expressions of frustration.” (Kolmer, C. 2016) People have walked away from traditional
news reporting. The level of trust has eroded and eliminated what the viewer once found
meaning within. They viewer has an awareness of a falsified picture, albeit a somewhat
depressing view of the world as it’s being portrayed and disguised as news. (Haagerup, U. 2015)
Carl Bernstein, a Watergate reporter, once said the goal of the journalist is to write the
“best obtainable version of the truth.” But todays digital society doesn’t care what is true and in a
concerted effort to mislead, have all but destroyed truth. Truth is no longer an equalizing factor
but a hurdle to be overcome in achieving another medal in the game of self-interest. Political
candidacies and media alike are motivated by self-interest. Each defining choice proports another
step closer to that self-interest. All players in the game are seen to have negative characteristics
skewed by self-interest rather than an altruistic obligation to the greater good. The viewer is left
to choose sides with both media and the politician aligning themselves to the self-interest most
closely identified as their own. This strategy fails due to the point of self-identification has been
aligned with an artificial view point clouding both reality and truth. The whole process becomes
fundamentally flawed as all actors are required to maximize the opportunity to achieve
dominance through using deceit and pretense.
Candidates frame counter point arguments in a dance that both damages their opponent
and elevates their own opportunities to win. Citizen journalists craft false news designed
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specifically to contribute to either sides echo chamber in hopes of illuminating then destroying
the idea they most oppose. Commercial journalists frame news related content most fitting with
whomever signs their paycheck while social media draws the attention of the unassuming
creating virtual whiplash. The bastard child of media and democracy is more powerful and
influential than those we choose to lead us at the highest positions of government. Meanwhile in
a dark and deserted corner of reality, truth silently weeps.
Conclusion
Our analysis shows we may have passed the tipping point and the events at this very
moment prove there may be no turning back. The conclusion I wish to leave you with is the
question of truth. Truth as an absolute and/or truth as an independent variable. For each, truth is
evolving from a constant factor to a variable degree of perception. Whether media leads the
change, facilitating the change or following it has yet to be determined. Is the constant negativity
leading, facilitating or following societal changes? Truth also involves faith. Our trust in each
other is close to 50 percent, our trust in the Government is under 40 percent, trust in media is
under 40 percent, trust in politicians under 40 percent and trust in our church has dropped by 20
points. The most dramatic drop in all areas has occurred since 2000. Oddly this when social
media made its appearance in society. To determine causality, we would need to survey the 19
percent who are not involved in social media and explore their opinions on government, media,
church and each other.
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It would be improper to blame the plight of the world on social media. But the professional
media clearly has impacted our society. We may not return to yesteryear in terms of bias or fake
news but we can decide to report differently, without agenda, without intent to malign and with
honest and most sincere efforts.

I recognize there are many who do report honestly, without bias and without notice however the
loudest voices in the crowd are often the only ones heard.

Notes:
1. This research draws an important conclusion to consider when applying the idea to the
2016 election cycle. Trumps campaign manager repeated told the press that there was a
silent majority, those who supported Trump yet were not included in the polling data.
Internal campaign research has never been released but if she had research to document
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this it could change a great deal in the way the media reports political issues in the future
and challenge our measurement techniques employed today.
2. This phenomenon is readily observable in many political chat threads on Facebook.
Those posting the most argumentative threads in a single discussion are usually those
connected only by one common friend and do not individually know each other except
through the common friend. Whereas the opposite is also true. We tend to refrain from
the most argumentative comments with those we know well.
3. The decline in those who trust media mirrors the decline in trust with each other and
incrementally matches the rate of those who believe in social media news sources might
define the exact segment of the population most effected by fake news.
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APPENDIX
THE 'FAKE NEWS' LIST
1 — Politico reported that a company overseen by Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin had
foreclosed on a 90-year-old woman for due to a 27-cent payment error.
Correction: The Competitive Enterprise Institute determined that there was no foreclosure
and a different company was involved.
2 — CNN reported that Nancy Sinatra was "not happy" Trump's first inaugural dance to her
dad's "My Way." She reacted, "Why do you lie, CNN?"
3 — The New York Times and others reported that on Inauguration Day, Trump's team scrubbed
climate change and references to LGBT from the White House website.
Correction: There was a broadcast plan to shift the Obama website to a different site and
that the Trump team would use a skeleton site for the first few days.
4 — The Washington Post hit Trump for giving a speech in front of the "sacrosanct" CIA
Memorial Wall.
Correction: Obama had done the same thing.
5 — CBS, reporting on the same event, said that the applause for Trump came from the first
three rows of guests, stacked with Trump campaign and White House aides.
Correction: Spicer at a subsequent press briefing said there were no aides in the first four
rows that they were standing in the back.
6 — A Time reporter tweeted that Trump removed the Martin Luther King Jr. bust from Oval
Office.
Correction: The reporter soon corrected the tweet.
7 — Several outlets reported that a firing bloodbath was taking place inside the top ranks of
State.
Correction: Most who left were Obama political hires who work at the pleasure of the
president.
8 — Several outlets reported that Team Trump issued a "gag order" on the Environmental
Protection Agency and other agencies.
Correction: The memo asking them to refrain from tweeting and issuing news releases is
standard operating procedure between administrations.
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9 — His immigration order was hit for not targeting terror-sponsoring nations where Trump had
business interests, denied by the White House.
Correction: The countries were the same targeted by former President Obama.
10 — the AP reported that Donald Trump's voter fraud expert was registered to vote in three
states.
Correction: He was registered in only one.
11 — CNN reported that Trump's runner-up for the Supreme Court came to Washington as a
decoy.
Correction: They caught him at a gas station near Pittsburgh. Turns out he was just
driving around and not to D.C.
12 — CBS New York said that first lady Melania Trump and son Barron might never move to
the White House.
Correction: The plan to move to Washington when he finishes school.
13 — Reports said that Trump demoted Joint Chiefs Chairman Gen. Joseph Dunford in a
national Security Council reorganization. Trump actually reverted to George W. Bush's set up for
the principals committee which said the JCS should join when issues impacting him were to be
discussed.
14 — TMZ and BET reported that Trump had renamed "Black History Month" to "AfricanAmerican History Month," considered a slight. But other presidents, notably former President
Clinton and Obama, had used "National African-American History" month too.
15 — Many media outlets described the president's immigration orders as a "Muslim ban." It
targeted anybody from seven nations, including Christians, not just Muslims.
16 — The Washington Post's Josh Rogin said chief White House strategist Steve Bannon pushed
Department of Homeland Security secretary John Kelly to not issue a waiver for green card
holders from Trump's immigration orders.
17 — The New York Times reported that Trump's staff bumbles around in the dark in the
Cabinet room because they can't find the light switch.
18 — NYT reported that Trump hangs out in the early evening in a bathrobe watching TV.
Spokesman Sean Spicer said the president doesn't own a bathrobe.
19 — CNN tweeted that Sean Spicer received from staffers several Super Soakers after Melissa
McCarthy's impression of him on Saturday Night Live. Spicer called it "fake news" and untrue.
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20 — The New York Times reported that Trump had not talked with Chinese President Xi
Jinping since Nov. 14, drawing an angry Trump tweet. The story published right after Trump had
spokesmen with Xi.
21 — Longtime Hillary Clinton adviser Sidney Blumenthal wrote up a story in the London
Review of Books about a racist political ad by Trump's father. It was widely spread in
mainstream media social accounts. It was a fake.
22 — Reports said that a Muslim-American Olympic female athlete was detained at an airport
under Trump's immigration orders. She was briefly detained in December under former President
Obama's policies.
23 — Several reports said that Trump and Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
discussed classified info at dinner table at Mar-a-Largo. They were discussing news conference
plans for next day.
24 — Most mainstream media outlets have sneered that there was little or no voter fraud in the
election. But a university analysis and separate poll indicated that 2 million "non-citizen"
immigrants may have voted.
25 — The Wall Street Journal reported that intelligence officials were keeping information from
Trump to make sure it wouldn't be compromised. Not true, said the White House.
26 — NBC and others said that 10 members of an Asian-American Council quit in protest over
Trump policies. Spicer said that they were all Obama appointees with terms set to expire.
27 — MSNBC said that Trump's choice to replace ousted national security director Mike
Flynn declined the job because he didn't get staff control and saw something he didn't like at the
president's East Room news conference last week. In fact, Adm. Robert Harward cited family
and financial issues and offered to come in at a later time.
28 — The Associated Press reported that the president planned to mobilize the National Guard to
remove illegal immigrants. White House called it "100 percent wrong."
29 — The New York Daily News reported that Trump domestic policy adviser Stephen Miller
called Brooklyn U.S. Attorney Robert Capers at home to explain how to defend the immigration
executive order in court. Both however said they did not speak.
30 — It has widely been reported that Team Trump coordinated with Russian intelligenceduring
the campaign. White House Chief of Staff Reince Priebus said U.S. intelligence authorized him
to say this never happened.
31 — Crowd size reports of a February anti-Trump protest in London ranged from 300,000 to
2,000. The Hill started at "hundreds of thousands" and the final story update was 7,000.
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32 — Trump was accused by multiple outlets of ignoring anti-Semitic acts despite stating his
position several times. Even Hillary Clinton hit him. Said Spicer, "I think that it's ironic that no
matter how many times he talks about this that it's never good enough."
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